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Design of a Compact Biaxial
Tensile Stage for Fabrication
and Tuning of Complex Micro-
and Nano-scale Wrinkle Patterns
Wrinkling of thin films is a strain-driven process that enables scalable and low-cost
fabrication of periodic micro- and nano-scale patterns. In the past, single-period sinusoi-
dal wrinkles have been applied for thin-film metrology and microfluidics applications.
However, real-world adoption of this process beyond these specific applications is limited
by the inability to predictively fabricate a variety of complex functional patterns. This is
primarily due to the inability of current tools and techniques to provide the means for
applying large, accurate, and nonequal biaxial strains. For example, the existing biaxial
tensile stages are inappropriate because they are too large to fit within the vacuum cham-
bers that are required for thin-film deposition/growth during wrinkling. Herein, we have
designed a compact biaxial tensile stage that enables (i) applying large and accurate
strains to elastomeric films and (ii) in situ visualization of wrinkle formation. This stage
enables one to stretch a 37.5mm long film by 33.5% with a strain resolution of 0.027%
and maintains a registration accuracy of 7 lm over repeated registrations of the stage to
a custom-assembled vision system. Herein, we also demonstrate the utility of the stage in
(i) studying the wrinkling process and (ii) fabricating complex wrinkled patterns that are
inaccessible via other techniques. Specifically, we demonstrate that (i) spatial nonuni-
formity in the patterns is limited to 6.5%, (ii) one-dimensional (1D) single-period wrin-
kles of nominal period 2.3lm transition into the period-doubled mode when the
compressive strain due to prestretch release of plasma-oxidized polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) film exceeds 18%, and (iii) asymmetric two-dimensional (2D) wrinkles can be
fabricated by tuning the strain state and/or the actuation path, i.e., the strain history.
Thus, this tensile stage opens up the design space for fabricating and tuning complex
wrinkled patterns and enables extracting empirical process knowledge via in situ visual-
ization of wrinkle formation. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4031382]
Keywords: stretch release, period doubling, asymmetric wrinkles, strain history, path
dependence
1 Introduction
Wrinkling is a strain-driven self-organization phenomenon that
is commonly observed in natural systems over a wide length scale
[1–3]. Recently, this phenomenon has been incorporated into
engineered systems to generate micro- and nano-scale patterns
[4,5]. For example, wrinkling of bilayer materials has been used
to fabricate periodic sinusoidal patterns for thin-film metrology
[5–7], stretchable electronics [8,9], and microfluidics applications
[5,10]. Due to its inherent affordability and manufacturing scal-
ability, pattern generation via wrinkling is an attractive potential
alternative to more expensive cleanroom-based techniques such as
e-beam lithography. However, practical import of this process is
limited by the lack of flexibility, i.e., due to the inability to fabri-
cate a variety of complex 2D patterns. This is due to the limited
ability of current tools and techniques to provide large, accurate,
and/or nonequibiaxial strains during wrinkling. Herein, we pres-
ent the design of a compact biaxial tensile stage and demonstrate
its utility in (i) exploring and accessing a wider design space for
patterning and (ii) fabrication of tunable complex wrinkled
patterns.
Wrinkles in compressed bilayer systems are formed due to
buckling-based instabilities. The mechanism of wrinkling is simi-
lar to Euler buckling of columns under compression [11]. A sche-
matic of the process is illustrated in Fig. 1. Essential elements of
these bilayer systems are: (i) a film that is thin relative to the base,
(ii) mismatch in the elastic moduli of the film and the base with
the film being stiffer than the base, and (iii) loading conditions
that generate in-plane compressive strain in the film. In such sys-
tems, the state of pure compression becomes unstable beyond a
critical strain and wrinkles are formed via periodic bending of the
film/base. The period of wrinkles is determined by the competing
dependence of strain energy on period in the film versus in the
base. Several different techniques have been developed in the past
Fig. 1 Schematic of wrinkle formation via compression of a
bilayer film
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to (i) generate and join/bond the film to the base [12–14], (ii) gen-
erate moduli mismatch [12,15–17], and (iii) apply uniaxial
[6,12,13] and equibiaxial strains [14,18–20] to the film. Analytical
and computational predictive models for uniaxial [11,21] and
equibiaxial strains [22] have also been developed. As such, these
techniques and models provide a framework for performing pre-
dictive design and fabrication of periodic wrinkle patterns.
Although the current techniques and models are a valuable tool-
kit for predictive design and fabrication of wrinkled patterns, they
are still inadequate in satisfying the need for a variety of different
complex patterns. This is primarily because only a small subset of
the feasible design space is accessible via existing experimental
techniques. The set of wrinkle patterns that can be fabricated is
limited by the achievable range and types of compressive strains.
For example: (i) below a threshold strain, only the single-period
sinusoidal mode can be achieved via uniaxial strains [13] and (ii)
only a limited set of symmetric 2D modes can be achieved via
equibiaxial strains [22]. Existing techniques that rely on thermal
expansion [14,20] or volumetric swelling [18,19] to generate
strains can provide only a limited set of strain states. For example,
mismatched thermal expansion of an isotropic film on an isotropic
base generates equibiaxial strains. Due to this, exploring the
design space for large uniaxial or nonequibiaxial strains becomes
a material selection problem. This coupling between strain and
materials can be eliminated by using mechanical stages to intro-
duce strains via stretching of the base layer. However, the existing
biaxial mechanical stages are often too large to use within vacuum
chamber-based equipment that are necessary for generation of
thin films during wrinkle fabrication. Thus, there is a need to
develop a mechanical stage that has a small form factor and pro-
vides the means to apply large, accurate, and nonequibiaxial
strains.
Compact mechanical stages that are capable of providing large
nonequibiaxial strains become a necessity when a variety of
complex wrinkle patterns are required. Herein, we present such a
mechanical stage and demonstrate its capability to enable fabrica-
tion of tunable complex wrinkled patterns. Also, we (i) link the
functional requirements for fabricating wrinkles to the design
parameters of the stage, (ii) demonstrate the design and fabrica-
tion of the stage, (iii) characterize its performance, and (iv) dem-
onstrate the fabrication and tuning of a set of complex wrinkle
patterns. The stage is compact and is capable of providing uniaxial
and sequential nonequibiaxial stretching. The stage also has fea-
tures that enable one to register it to a vision system. This enables
performing real-time in situ visualization of the wrinkles as
stretches are varied. Thus, this system is an effective tool to (i)
expand and explore the design space, (ii) investigate the tunability
of patterns as stretches are varied, and (iii) fabricate the desired
complex patterns.
2 Background and Functional Requirements
2.1 Fabrication of Wrinkle Patterns
2.1.1 Process Parameters. Wrinkling of compressed bilayers
is an affordable fabrication technique for generating 1D periodic
micro- and nano-scale patterns. The period and amplitude of these
patterns can be tuned by controlling the relevant process parame-
ters. For a bilayer system, these parameters are: (i) thickness of
the top layer, (ii) compressive strain in the top layer, and (iii) ratio
of stiffness moduli of the top and the bottom layers. Several ana-
lytical models for 1D wrinkling of bilayer systems are available in
the literature. These models differ in terms of small strain [11,12]
versus large strain [21] and linear [11,12] versus nonlinear mate-
rial models [21,23]. For linear elastic materials at low uniaxial
compressive strains, the period (k) and amplitude (A) of the wrin-
kles may be estimated in terms of the top stiff layer thickness (h)
as [12]
k ¼ 2phg1=3 (1)
A ¼ k
p
e ecð Þ1=2 (2)
Here, g is a nondimensional ratio of material properties, e is the
applied compressive strain, and ec is the critical strain above
which wrinkles are observed. The critical strain is determined
entirely by the material properties and is given by [12]
ec ¼  1
4
g2=3 (3)
The material property ratio g in terms of the Young’s moduli (Ef,s)
and Poisson’s ratio (f,s) of the top film and the bottom layer is
given by [12]
g ¼ Ef
3Es
 
1 2s
1 2f
 !
(4)
Here, the subscripts f and s refer to the film and the base substrate,
respectively. This simplified model captures the essential features
of the wrinkling process: (i) length scale for the system is set by
the thickness of the top film, (ii) effect of material properties is
through the ratio of mechanical properties of the top and bottom
layers, and (iii) amplitude of wrinkles can be tuned by varying the
applied strain without affecting the period. Thus, to fabricate the
desired wrinkle patterns, one must be able to tune and/or control
these three parameters: top film thickness, material properties, and
compressive strain. Typically, the top film thickness varies in the
range of 10–100 nm, the ratio of layer stiffness moduli varies in
the range of 103–105, and the compressive strain varies from 3%
to 15%.
2.1.2 Process Steps and Equipment. To enable the fabrication
and tuning of wrinkle patterns, one must solve these subproblems:
(i) fabrication of a bilayer system with the desired material prop-
erties and geometry, (ii) compression of the top stiff film, and (iii)
in situ visualization of pattern formation. Herein, we summarize
the process steps and equipment that solve these subproblems, and
then, in Sec. 2.3 we link the overall process/equipment goals to
the functional requirements for designing the tensile stage.
2.1.2.1 Fabrication of bilayers. Stretchable bilayers with
large stiffness ratio can be fabricated by attaching or growing a
thin stiff film on top of a thick elastomeric base. For example,
exposing a PDMS film to air or oxygen plasma leads to the forma-
tion of a thin glassy layer on top of the exposed PDMS surface via
oxidation [20]. Alternatively, a metallic [14,24,25] or polymeric
[26,27] thin film may be deposited on top of PDMS to obtain the
desired bilayer. The top layer thickness can be tuned by control-
ling the duration of plasma oxidation or the deposition process;
whereas the stiffness ratio may be tuned by selecting the appropri-
ate top/bottom materials. Herein, we have used both air plasma
oxidation and metal deposition to generate a stiff thin film on top
of an elastomeric PDMS layer.
2.1.2.2 Compression of thin film. Compression of the top film
can be achieved by either directly compressing the bilayer or by
generating a residual compressive strain in the top layer. As direct
compression requires sustained loading to maintain the wrinkles,
the generation of residual compressive strain is often the preferred
scheme. During mechanical loading, residual compression can be
generated by first stretching the PDMS base and then attaching/
growing the stiff film on top of this prestretched base layer. On
releasing the prestretch in the PDMS, the top layer undergoes
compression that leads to formation of wrinkles. Herein, we have
exclusively used this prestretch-based technique to generate com-
pressive strains in the thin film.
2.1.2.3 Process steps. The steps of the fabrication process are
summarized in Fig. 2. The steps are: (i) fabricating the base
PDMS film, (ii) clamping the PDMS film in the tensile stage, (iii)
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extension of the PDMS film, (iv) plasma oxidation of the stretched
PDMS film or deposition of metallic thin film, and (v) release of
the prestretch in the PDMS film. The role of the tensile stage is to
provide the means to (i) control the stretch in the PDMS base
layer, (ii) hold the prestretch during plasma oxidation or metal
deposition, and (iii) perform a controlled release of the prestretch.
Additionally, the stage must have alignment features to register
itself to a vision system both before and after plasma oxidation to
enable in situ visualization of wrinkle formation. The stage pre-
sented here satisfies all of these requirements.
2.2 Tuning of Wrinkle Patterns Via Strain. The morphol-
ogy of wrinkles depends on both the magnitude and the nature
of compressive strains that are applied to the thin film. The
nature of the applied strain can be classified into three different
types: (i) equibiaxial, (ii) uniaxial, and (iii) sequential biaxial.
The application of equibiaxial strain leads to 2D periodic mor-
phologies such as triangular, hexagonal, square checkerboard,
and zigzag modes [22] whereas the application of uniaxial
strain leads to 1D sinusoidal patterns [12]. For both of these
types of strains, the morphology of wrinkles also changes
when the compressive strain is progressively increased. During
uniaxial loading, this change occurs as a transition from a
single-period sinusoidal mode to higher modes of successive
period-doubling bifurcations [13]. During equibiaxial loading,
the change occurs as transition to a more energetically favor-
able morphology for the corresponding strain [19].
The effects of equibiaxial and uniaxial strains have been exten-
sively studied in the past due to the relative ease of access to
equipment/techniques. However, due to lack of appropriate biax-
ial tensile stages, the effect of sequential biaxial loading is not
well understood. Past studies demonstrate that stepwise loading,
i.e., loading along one axis followed by loading along the orthogo-
nal axis, leads to preferential selection of the zigzag mode
[26–28]. This suggests the dependence of morphology on loading
path in addition to the magnitude and nature of the strains. How-
ever, this path-dependence hypothesis is experimentally unverifi-
able in the absence of tools to apply loads along different paths. In
fact, a majority of the design space remains unexplored due to the
lack of experimental tools. Herein, we present the design and
fabrication of the 2D tensile stage that enables exploring this
design space.
2.3 Functional Requirements for Tensile Stage
2.3.1 Stretching-Driven Requirements. The purpose of the
mechanical stage is to implement a well-controlled uniaxial and
biaxial stretching of PDMS films. A well-controlled stretching
operation is one in which (i) loading conditions are close to the
idealized uniaxial/biaxial loading conditions and (ii) stretch values
are accurately controlled. Here, “close to ideal” and “accurate”
are relative terms and scale with the desired precision and fabrica-
tion tolerance of the wrinkles. For example, herein, we have used
the critical strain of 0.3% as a benchmark for precision of strain.
Thus, the desired strain resolution is set to one-tenth of this value
and the maximum tolerable orthogonal strain due to parasitic
motion is set to 0.3%. This corresponds to a parasitic motion limit
of 130lm; below this limit, parasitic stretching would not lead to
wrinkle formation along the direction that is orthogonal to the
nominal stretch. Additionally, the functional requirement for
range of motion is derived from the need for large strains that
exceed the period-doubling transition strain of 18–20%. These
requirements are summarized in Table 1.
2.3.2 Process-Driven Requirements. In addition to motion-
based requirements, the stage must also satisfy the functional
requirements that would enable a successful integration with other
steps of the fabrication process. These requirements are: (i) the
device must be smaller than the vacuum chamber for plasma oxi-
dation and (ii) one must be able to quickly and accurately register
the stage to the vision system. The need for registration arises out
of the need to perform in situ process monitoring of wrinkle for-
mation during stretch release. As the stage must be moved into the
plasma chamber between the stretching and stretch-release steps,
accurate registration of the stage to the vision system is critical.
The desired registration accuracy is determined by the size of the
area imaged by the vision system. Here, this has been set to 25%
of the image side length. This selection ensures that a point
located within 25% of the edge of an image can be registered
back without moving the camera during repeated registration
operations.
3 Design and Fabrication of Stage
We have designed and fabricated a system that satisfies the
functional requirements for performing and visualizing wrinkle
Fig. 2 Sequence of process steps and the equipment used in fabrication of wrinkle patterns
Table 1 Functional requirements for the tensile stage
Metric Value
Strain resolution 0.03% or better
Maximum prestretch 25% or higher
Parasitic motion 130lm or less
Accuracy of registration to vision system 30lm or better
Device footprint Smaller than cylinder of 122 mm diameter and 450 mm length
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formation during uniaxial and biaxial stretch release. A photo-
graph of the system is shown in Fig. 3. It consists of (i) a CMOS
camera mounted on an X-Y-Z translation stage that forms the me-
trology frame and (ii) the biaxial tensile stage that is registered to
the metrology frame. In this section, we link the functional
requirements listed in Sec. 2.3 to design decisions and describe
the design and fabrication of the modules of the tensile stage.
Later in Sec. 4, we quantify the performance of the stage and
evaluate its ability to satisfy the functional requirements.
To satisfy the functional requirements imposed by the wrin-
kling process, the following design parameters were selected:
(i) the actuator should be integrated onto the stage to enable
real-time tuning of wrinkles, (ii) nonessential motion guidance
elements must be eliminated to reduce the size of the stage, and
(iii) a mechanism for quick and accurate registration of the stage
to the vision system must be implemented to enable in situ imag-
ing. Herein, integrated onboard actuation was achieved by using
manually actuated micrometer heads that were mounted on the
stage. To reduce the size of the stage, mechanical couplings
between the actuators and the movable platforms of the stage
were eliminated; instead, the micrometer heads push directly onto
the platforms during actuation. Additionally, a kinematic coupling
was built into the base of the stage to quickly and accurately regis-
ter the stage to the vision system.
3.1 Stage Modules. The biaxial stage may be functionally
separated into distinct modules. These are: (i) fixtures to clamp
and hold the PDMS film onto the stage, (ii) linear bearings for
motion guidance, (iii) actuators for stretch/displacement control,
(iv) base with kinematic coupling for registration, and (v) the
structural frame. The purpose of the film clamping fixtures is to
hold the edges of the PDMS film stationary along the actuated
direction while allowing for motion along the orthogonal in-plane
direction. To enable control of film stretch, the stage platforms are
mounted on linear bearings and actuated individually and man-
ually by micrometer heads. The purpose of kinematic couplings in
the base is to implement an accurate and quick attach/detach
mechanism to register the stage to the metrology frame. The pur-
pose of the structural frame is to maintain structural rigidity and
to provide alignment features for assembling the modules of the
stage.
3.2 Fixturing of Films
3.2.1 PDMS Films. As the size of the motion stage scales
with the size of the PDMS films being stretched, it is necessary to
select the size of the PDMS films before designing the stage. The
size of the films was determined by microfluidics-based applica-
tions, wherein the chip/device is about a centimeter to an inch
square. For uniaxial stretching, we have used rectangular films,
and for biaxial stretching, we have used symmetric cross-shaped
films. The stretched length is 37.5 mm for rectangular films and
43 mm for cross-shaped films, clamped width is 20 mm, and the
film thickness varies from 1.9 to 2.2 mm. The PDMS films were
fabricated by thermally curing the commercially available Sylgard
184 two-part silicone elastomer mixture in a ratio of one part cur-
ing agent to 12 parts resin by weight. This generates PDMS films
with a Young’s modulus of 2.696 0.03 MPa. Details of the curing
protocol and measurement of Young’s modulus are available else-
where [29]. To align the edges of the film to the clamps, alignment
features were generated on the bottom surface of the films by
incorporating them directly into the molds used for curing. These
alignment features ensure that the length of the stretched section
is accurately known during stretching.
3.2.2 Film Clamping. The edges of the PDMS film are held
onto the stage platforms via custom-made compression clamps
that are illustrated in Fig. 4. These clamps were designed to pro-
vide a repeatable and sufficiently high compression during clamp-
ing. Each clamp consists of a set of two parts that when bolted
together leave a fixed gap between the two. The gap between the
two parts is designed to be smaller than the thickness of the
PDMS films. Thus, when the PDMS film is clamped between
these parts, the amount of clamping compression in the film is
repeatable and is determined by the difference in the film thick-
ness and the predetermined gap between the parts.
3.2.3 Avoiding Overconstraint. To avoid overconstraint dur-
ing biaxial stretching, it is necessary to allow for the movement
of the edges along the nonactuated direction. For example, edges
oriented along the X direction must be free to move along the X
axis whereas edges along the Y direction must be free to move
along the Y axis. When all four edges are clamped, overcon-
straint can be avoided by implementing rolling boundary condi-
tions at each edge. We have implemented these rolling edge
conditions by introducing miniature linear ball bearings between
each of the clamps bottoms and the corresponding platforms.
The bearings are oriented along the edges, thereby allowing lin-
ear motion between the stage and the clamp along the edges as
illustrated in Fig. 4. During biaxial loading, these roller bearings
ensure that the stretches along the two axes are independent of
each other.
Fig. 3 Photograph of the designed system that consists of the
tensile stage and the microscope stage. Holes on the table are
on a 25.4mm square spacing.
Fig. 4 Fixtures for clamping the PDMS films onto the tensile
stage. Dashed arrows indicate the degree-of-freedom for clamp
bottoms.
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3.3 Motion Stage
3.3.1 Motion Guidance. The purpose of the motion stage is to
provide the desired stretching motion while minimizing the para-
sitic motions. Based on the tradeoff for range versus accuracy, we
selected linear bearings that are based on the ball guide and rail
mechanism to guide motion along the two axes. This mechanism
is illustrated in Fig. 5. The linear bearings for the two axes are
oriented perpendicular to each other and can be independently
actuated to stretch the PDMS film. To stretch the film, two orthog-
onal edges of the film are clamped onto stationary platforms and
the corresponding opposing edges are clamped onto the moving
platforms that are mounted on the linear guides. Actuation of each
moving platform is performed manually via a micrometer head.
As the two axes can be independently actuated, the stage may be
used for both uniaxial and biaxial stretching.
3.3.2 Stage Actuation. We use micrometer heads that are
mounted on the base of the stage to manually and independently
actuate the two movable stages. To reduce the overall size and to
integrate the heads onto the stage, mechanical couplings between
the micrometer heads and the movable platforms were eliminated.
Instead, the micrometer heads push directly onto the extension
arms of the movable platforms. Each micrometer head sits in
between the movable and stationary platforms and sets the mini-
mum distance between the two platforms. As the heads are not rig-
idly connected to the movable platforms, they are incapable of
pulling the platforms. Therefore, during actuation the movable
platforms are free to move away from the stationary platforms,
but not toward them. When PDMS films are mounted onto the
stage and stretched, tension in the film provides the restoring force
to the actuation motion. This restoring force on the movable
platform keeps it from moving further away while the platform’s
position is held by the micrometer head. The PDMS film can be
stretched further by actuating the micrometer to push onto the
movable platform; whereas the tension can be released by actuat-
ing the micrometer in the opposite direction. Thus, actuation of
the micrometer head can be used to control the tensile stretching
of the PDMS film but cannot be used to compress it.
We have used the unidirectional actuation capability of the
stage to accurately identify the zero stretch point during film
stretching. During stretching and stretch release, the movable
platform tracks the micrometer head and stays in contact with it as
long as a nonzero restoring force due to tension exists. We mea-
sure this restoring force as the contact force between the microme-
ter head and the movable stage using a force-dependent resistor in
half-bridge Wheatstone arrangement. The zero stretch point can
then be identified within a tolerance band by measuring this
contact force during stretching and stretch release. For the system
designed here, the smallest force that could be accurately meas-
ured was 100 mN. This corresponds to an error of 0.06% in the
film strain. This zero error is about two to five times less than the
critical strain for wrinkling bifurcation and is substantially less
than the operating strains of 5–15%.
3.3.3 Thermal Management. We have used passive thermal
management schemes to ensure that mechanical stretching is min-
imally distorted by thermal strains and to hold positional accuracy
during imaging. The film generation step that consists of plasma
oxidation is the primary source of heat during the process. Ther-
mal errors during film generation were managed by (i) performing
intermittent plasma oxidation with a maximum continuous expo-
sure time of 5 mins to prevent overheating of the stage and (ii)
limiting the rise in temperature by increasing the thermal mass of
the stage. The thermal mass of the stage was increased by attach-
ing strips of a phase change material with a transition temperature
of 50 C on the exposed surfaces of the stage. These two schemes
minimize the thermal errors associated with the film generation
process. After film generation, the stage is cooled down to room
temperature before performing any subsequent operation. This
ensures that heating of the stage has minimal influence on position
measurements during imaging.
The goal of thermal strain management was to maintain the
residual thermal strain experienced by the stiff thin film lower
than the critical wrinkling strain (ec); under this condition, thermal
strains alone would not lead to wrinkled surfaces. Due to the lay-
out of the mechanical constraints, there is no thermal strain in the
PDMS film due to thermal expansion of PDMS. A stick figure
model of the layout of the constraints in a single stretch axis is
shown in Fig. 6. As the stiffness of PDMS is at least three orders
of magnitude less than the stiffness of the base/micrometer, all of
the thermal strain in PDMS is due to expansion of the micrometer
head and the base of the stage. Thus, the thermal strain (et) in the
constrained PDMS film that arises due to a uniform temperature
rise of DT is given by
et ¼ DT abLb þ Ls  Lbð Þaa
Ls
 
(5)
Here, aa and ab are the coefficient of linear thermal expansion
of the actuator and the base, Ls is length of the stretched
PDMS film, and Lb is the distance between the base of the ac-
tuator and the fixed platform. The temperature rise necessary
for a thermal strain that is equal to the critical strain can be
estimated from the following values: Ls¼ 43 mm, Lb¼ 18 mm,
aa¼ 13 106/K, ab¼ 22.2 106/K, and ec¼ 0.1%. For these
conditions, the maximum allowable rise in temperature of the
stage is 59.3 C.
Fig. 5 Solid model rendering of the designed motion stage.
Dashed arrows indicate the degree-of-freedom for the platforms
and the clamps.
Fig. 6 Stick figure model depicting the layout of constraints
for a single stretch axis. Circles represent rigid connectors. All
straight lines, except the PDMS film, represent rigid members.
The actuator is capable of only pushing onto the moving
platform; it cannot pull the moving platform.
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3.4 Vision System. We have assembled a custom microscope
to satisfy the need for in situ visualization of wrinkle formation.
The microscope consists of (i) optics for image magnification, (ii)
an illuminator for coaxial illumination, (iii) a 5.0 MP CMOS cam-
era (PixeLINK PL-B777U) to record the magnified image, and
(iv) a manually actuated X-Y-Z stage to scan the sample surface
and to focus the microscope. As this microscope uses reflected
light instead of transmitted light for imaging, there are no compo-
nents below the lens. This allows for the tensile stage to be freely
positioned within the space below the microscope lens. The ten-
sile stage was registered to the metrology frame by registering it
to the fixed base of the X-Y-Z stage on the microscope. The
microscope has a numerical aperture of 0.42, a working distance
of 20 mm, a depth-of-field of 4 lm, and a lateral resolution of
0.86lm. It enables recording grayscale reflected-light images of
the wrinkled surface with a magnification of 35.1 and a captured
area of 163lm 122lm.
3.5 Registration of Stage to Vision System. We have used a
“3-ball and V-groove” kinematic coupling to implement a quick
and repeatable attach/detach mechanism for precise registration of
the stage to the metrology frame. Kinematic couplings have been
successfully used in the past to achieve registration with submi-
cron repeatability for precision fixturing [30,31]. In this system,
one-half of the coupling is aligned and rigidly attached to the me-
trology frame whereas the other half is aligned and attached to the
stage. Preload to the coupling is provided by a pair of permanent
magnets that are attached to the two-halves of the coupling. Thus,
the stage can be registered to the vision system by engaging the
two-halves of the coupling. Registration of the stage to the metrol-
ogy frame involves aligning and locating the coordinate frames of
the two systems with respect to each other. To enable quick regis-
tration, we perform alignment in two stages. First, we perform an
initial alignment to achieve these registration requirements; then,
we use the kinematic couplings to maintain the registration during
repeated engagement–disengagement of the tensile stage from the
metrology frame.
4 Performance of Stage
The performance of the tensile stage is summarized in Table 2.
Herein, we (i) quantify the accuracy of the applied strain and the
accuracy of registration and (ii) discuss the factors that affect the
performance of the stage.
4.1 Accuracy of Strain
4.1.1 Mechanical Stretching. Accuracy of mechanical stretch-
ing is critical for an accurate control of the compressive strains in
the film. Herein, we have measured and calibrated the displace-
ment of the movable platforms during actuation. For calibration
of each axis, a rectangular PDMS film was first mounted on the
stage and then stretched by actuating the micrometer head; this
was followed by reversing the direction of actuation to release the
prestretch. The in-plane displacement of the movable stage was
measured with a set of two Mitutoyo digital dial indicators
(Digimatic Series 543) that had a resolution of 1 lm and an accu-
racy of 63 lm. The indicators were aligned along and perpendic-
ular to the direction of actuation. The results of these
measurements are summarized in Fig. 7.
Under ideal conditions, the displacements of the platform and
the actuator must be identical. However, the displacement of the
platform was observed to be lower than that of the actuator
because of the compliance in the parts between the platform and
the actuator. This compliance was higher for the Y axis than the X
axis due to a force sensor pad that was present on the Y axis but
not on the X axis. Later in this work, the calibration curves gener-
ated in Fig. 7 have been used to correct for this reduction in strain
due to machine compliance. The corresponding parasitic displace-
ment of the stages along the in-plane orthogonal direction is lim-
ited to 56lm for the X axis and 65lm for the Y axis over a travel
span of 5 mm. This verifies that the stage motion along the indi-
vidual axis is indeed uniaxial over the travel distance.
4.1.2 Thermal Strains. The purpose of the passive thermal
management scheme was to ensure that the thermal strains are
smaller than the critical strain for wrinkling. To verify the effec-
tiveness of this scheme, temperature at various spots on the stage
was measured after an unstretched PDMS film was exposed to air
plasma for 90 mins. The exposure cycle consisted of 5 mins of con-
tinuous exposure followed by a 5-min interval during which the
plasma was switched off. Immediately after cumulative plasma ex-
posure of 90 mins, temperature at various spots on the stage was
measured using a thermocouple probe. The temperature was
observed to vary within the range of 50–60 C over the surface of
the stage. The maximum temperature was observed on the clamps
and the minimum temperature was observed on the exposed sur-
face of the extension arm. The surface of the exposed PDMS film
was examined under an atomic force microscope (AFM) to verify
that no wrinkles were formed under thermal strains, i.e., the
thermal strains were lower than the critical strain. Under the
AFM microscope, a flat nonwrinkled surface was observed that
had a surface roughness (Ra) of 3.5 nm over a scanned area of
30lm 30lm. This justifies the approximation that the thermal
strain on this tensile stage during plasma oxidation is negligible as
compared to the strain due to mechanical stretching.
4.1.3 Stress Relaxation in PDMS. Due to the viscoelastic ma-
terial behavior, the PDMS films exhibit stress relaxation. Thus,
when the prestretch in a stretched PDMS film is released, the film
does not fully recover back to its original position thereby leading
to a residual stretch. This residual stretch in the PDMS base leads
to a reduction in the compressive strain in the top film. In previous
studies describing the wrinkling of mechanically stretched PDMS,
this strain reduction has not been reported and/or accounted for.
Although this phenomenon exists in such studies, its observation
is hindered by the inability to detect the effect of stress relaxation
in displacement-controlled actuation schemes. In such schemes,
the PDMS film is “forced back” into the original position during
prestretch release; in this position, the residual stretch in the base
is often released via macroscale curvature of the bilayer. When
such a bilayer is unclamped from the stage, the residual stretch
Table 2 Performance of the tensile stage
Metric Value
Film unstretched length 37.5 mm (1D film) and 43 mm (2D film)
Displacement resolution 10lm along each axis
Strain resolution 0.027% (1D film) and 0.023% (2D film)
Range of motion 13 mm along each axis
Parasitic motion 65lm
Maximum prestretch, nominal 34.7% (1D film) and 30.2% (2D film)
Maximum prestretch, compliance corrected 33.5% (1D film), 29.2% along X, and 28.1% along Y (2D film)
Accuracy of registration to vision system 7 lm
Device footprint 131 mm 110 mm 75 mm
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persists in the base and leads to a reduction in the compressive
strain in the top film.
In contrast, during prestretch release on this stage, the effect of
stress relaxation can be distinctly observed from the premature
loss of contact between the micrometer head and the stage arm.
This is because the actuators on this stage can push but not pull
onto the PDMS bilayers, i.e., compressive stretching is not feasi-
ble on this stage. The reduction in the film strain due to stress
relaxation can be quantified by recording the position of the actua-
tor at which it loses contact with the platform during prestretch
release. Before this loss of contact, the compressive film strain
increases with actuation of the micrometer head; after loss of con-
tact, the strain does not increase with further actuation. The
amount of stress relaxation is dependent on the time period over
which the prestretch is held. The residual stretch due to stress
relaxation over a time scale of 10 s can be observed during the
stretch-release operation summarized in Fig. 7. During experi-
ments with a cycle time of about an hour, a residual stretch of
approximately 2% was observed for an initial prestretch of 15%.
Later in this work, the strain reduction due to stress relaxation
has been accounted for by recording the initial and final “zero-
contact” positions.
4.2 Accuracy of Registration. Repeatability of the kinematic
coupling is essential to maintaining the accuracy of regis-
tration between the stage and the microscope during repeated
disengagement–engagement operations. Herein, we have meas-
ured the repeatability of the registration process by tracking the
error in registration across multiple disengagement–engagement
cycles. This was performed by tracking the in-plane displacement
of two reference features on the surface of a PDMS film mounted
on the stage. Each cycle was performed within 12 s while the stage
was maintained at room temperature throughout the duration of
the test. After each cycle, the position of the reference features
was measured by capturing the image of the PDMS film with the
microscope camera. Thus, this test captures the error in registra-
tion due to both (i) the kinematic coupling and (ii) the metrology
frame.
The results of the repeatability test are summarized in Fig. 8.
We observed that registration is repeatable to within 3 lm for the
X axis and 7 lm for the Y axis. The larger error along the Y axis is
due to the specific layout of the metrology frame. As the camera
is mounted on a cantilever arm that extends along the Y axis, the
stiffness of the Y axis is lower than the X axis. This difference in
stiffness manifests as a larger error in registration along the Y
axis. The observed error in the position of the features upon
successive registration operations is at most 6% of the side length
of the imaged surface. Thus, upon stage removal and
re-engagement, one would be able to locate a preregistered feature
on the surface without moving the camera. This ensures a quick
and accurate registration during fabrication and tuning of wrinkles
on this stage. To achieve this registration accuracy during
operation, one must ensure that the temperature of the stage
during successive registration events does not vary by more
than 8 C.
5 Fabrication and Tuning of Wrinkle Patterns
5.1 Uniformity of Patterning. Uniformity of patterning is a
critical manufacturing metric that must be quantified when
wrinkled patterns are desired over a large area. However, studies
in the past have failed to quantify or characterize the uniformity
of wrinkles. Lack of in situ metrology has been a major roadblock
in characterizing uniformity. Here, we have used the in situ me-
trology system to quantify pattern uniformity by (i) mapping the
spatial variation of period over the film surface and (ii) tracking
the change in period with stretch release. These results are sum-
marized in Fig. 9. The wrinkle patterns were obtained by releasing
the stretch in a uniaxially prestretched PDMS film that was
exposed to air plasma for 16 mins maintained at a power level of
250 W. Exposure of PDMS to air plasma generates a stiff thin
glassy layer that has a Young’s modulus of 3.206 0.78 GPa. The
Fig. 7 Accuracy of mechanical stretching as quantified by the observed displacement of the stage versus the actuated
displacement of the micrometer head for the (a) X axis and (b) Y axis. Insets are zoomed-out views close to the zero stretch
point that illustrate the presence of residual stretch due to the stress relaxation effect.
Fig. 8 Repeatability of registration between the stage and the
vision system during successive engagement–disengagement
cycles
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calibration chart linking period to duration and power of plasma
exposure and measurement of Young’s modulus of the glassy
layer is available elsewhere [29]. We observed that period varies
with both the location of the measurement point and the amount
of stretch released. Thus, the effect of these parameters must be
accounted for and/or controlled during fabrication of wrinkled
features over large areas.
With respect to the spatial variation of period, the edge effects
manifest as a decrease in period in the vicinity of the edges. This
variation is more prominent in the vicinity of the fixed edge, i.e.,
along the stretch direction. This is because of (i) the effect of the
clamping action on the compressive strain and (ii) the shadowing
effect of the clamps during plasma oxidation. At each stretch-
release value, the spatial nonuniformity can be quantified by the
variation in the period along the two axes. This nonuniformity in
the period of the wrinkles is in the range of 5–6.5%.
With release of prestretch, one observes that the spatially aver-
aged period decreases. This observation is not predicted by the
linear elastic model represented in Eq. (1), which is based on the
nondeforming coordinate system. As the experimental observation
of period is based on the deformed configuration of the bilayer,
one must use the deformed coordinate system to interpret these
observations. On release of prestretch, the period decreases due to
the compression of the deformed coordinate system. As this
stretch-release effect is confounded by the effect of spatial varia-
tion, we have further studied this effect by tracking the evolution
of period with stretch release at a single material point.
5.2 Stretch Release of 1D Patterns. During prestretch
release, the period of wrinkles can be estimated by making the
approximation that the number of wrinkles per unit undeformed
length does not change. Thus, the observed period of the wrinkles
in the deformed coordinates is related to the applied prestretch
(ep) as
k ¼ ko 1þ ep  e
1þ ep  eo
 
(6)
Here, k is the period at the current stretch, e is the amount of
stretch that has been released, and ko is the period when eo amount
of stretch has been released. Prestretch and stretch release have
the same unit as strain and are evaluated based on the initial unde-
formed length of the PDMS film. A positive stretch release corre-
sponds to a state of compressive strain in the top film whereas a
negative stretch release corresponds to a state of tensile strain.
The relationship in Eq. (6) was verified against experiments as
shown in Fig. 10. These experiments were designed to minimize
the effect of spatial nonuniformity in the measured period. This
was achieved by moving the microscope along with stage actua-
tion to ensure that the microscope tracks a material point on the
wrinkled surface during prestretch release. The film was stretched
by 14% prior to plasma oxidation. All models were calibrated to
the experimental data point at the stretch-release value of 0.047.
A rigorous model based on the finite deformation effect has been
developed by Jiang et al. [21] that provides a marginal improve-
ment in predictive accuracy with respect to our simplified model
that is based on constant number of wrinkles. Hence, as a first
approximation, Eq. (6) may be used to predict the change in
period of the wrinkles as the prestretch in the base is released.
5.3 Higher 1D Mode. Complex higher mode wrinkles
emerge from simple sinusoidal wrinkles when large compressive
strains are applied to the bilayers. In the past, the phenomenon of
period doubling at large strains has been experimentally demon-
strated via direct compression of bilayers [13,24]. Although these
studies provide valuable information about the period-doubling
phenomenon, they are insufficient for predictive design and
fabrication of period-doubled patterns. This is because replica-
tion/imprinting of the wrinkled patterns is practical only in
prestretch-based film compression techniques.
As prestretch-based film compression and pure bilayer com-
pression are not physically equivalent during large displacements
[32], it is essential to separately characterize the prestretch-based
technique. In the past, empirical studies of prestretch-based period
doubling have been hindered by the absence of tools that can
provide in situ imaging of wrinkle formation during prestretch
release. In the absence of such tools, images of the wrinkled sur-
face can be recorded only after the entire prestretch in the base is
released. Thus, experiments that are performed to study the
period-doubling phenomenon are limited to a binary outcome,
i.e., presence or absence of period-doubled wrinkles on full pre-
stretch release. Within this scheme, it is not possible to continu-
ally track the growth of sinusoidal wrinkles into higher modes
with increase in the strain. Instead, a semicontinual scheme of
applying varying prestretch levels to different bilayers must be
employed. This introduces variability in the process and makes it
difficult to accurately separate the effect of strain from other con-
founding variables such as variations in material properties and
bilayer geometry. The tensile stage designed here overcomes this
limitation by enabling in situ imaging of wrinkle formation.
Herein, we demonstrate (i) the fabrication of period-doubled wrin-
kles of less than 5 lm period, i.e., period doubling on a length
scale that has not been previously achieved in the PDMS/glassy
film bilayer and (ii) the ability to accurately capture the mode
Fig. 9 Spatial variation in the period of wrinkles: (a) along the actuated direction and (b) orthogonal to the actuated
direction. Error bars on period quantify the standard deviation of measurements over a single image frame that spans
163lm3122lm.
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transition from sinusoidal wrinkles to period-doubled wrinkles by
tracking the change in period of wrinkles during stretch release.
The change in the period of wrinkles during prestretch release
was tracked by capturing the images of the wrinkled surface of a
bilayer as the prestretch in it was released. The effect of stretch
release on period is illustrated in Fig. 11. As the prestretch is
released, one observes that (i) the period decreases up to a critical
threshold strain, (ii) at the threshold, the wrinkles transition from
the single-period sinusoidal mode into the period-doubled mode,
and (iii) the period of the period-doubled mode decreases with
further stretch release. In an optical image, the transition into
period-doubled mode can be identified by the emergence of alter-
nate bands of darker and lighter valleys that occur due to every
alternate valley being shallower than its neighbor. Here, we
observe that this transition occurs at a film compressive strain of
18.6%. Emergence of the period-doubled mode has also been veri-
fied with an AFM by capturing the profile of the wrinkled surface
after full prestretch release. One such representative AFM profile
of the period-doubled mode is shown in the inset of Fig. 11 that
demonstrates the presence of shallower alternate valleys in the
period-doubled mode.
As in situ imaging enables accurate measurements of the
critical strain for mode transition, one may now use this measure-
ment as an additional source of information for process
calibration. For example, it is not feasible to separately estimate
the material property ratio (g) and the film thickness (h) from
measurements available from the single-period sinusoidal mode
alone. This is because transition into the single-period mode from
the flat state occurs at strains of 0.03–0.3% that are too low to reli-
ably measure; thus, within this framework both the right-hand
side and the left-hand side of Eq. (3) are unknown physical quanti-
ties. In contrast, the stage presented here can be used to separately
estimate the parameters “g” and “h” by (i) measuring the critical
strain for period doubling and (ii) linking the strain to g and h via
physical relationships. In the absence of analytical models for the
physical relationships, this stage may also be used to generate the
appropriate empirical models.
5.4 Complex 2D Modes. A biaxial tensile stage enables fab-
rication and tuning of a variety of complex 2D wrinkle modes that
are inaccessible via equibiaxial strains. With equibiaxial strains,
one is limited to a small set of periodic 2D modes that consist of
triangular, hexagonal, square checkerboard, and zigzag modes
[22]. When equibiaxial compressive strain is generated via ther-
mal expansion or volumetric swelling, these modes coexist over a
surface such that no distinct mode can be deterministically
obtained over the entire surface. Deterministic fabrication of the
zigzag modes during mechanical stretch release has been demon-
strated in the past via sequential release of stretch along one axis
followed by release along the other axis [26–28]. These studies
suggest that the formation of wrinkled patterns depends on both
(i) the final biaxial strain and (ii) the loading path that generates
the biaxial strain. Herein, we extend and generalize these techni-
ques by independently actuating the two stages to generate
unequal biaxial strains via a variety of different actuation paths.
We demonstrate the ability of our technique to generate pat-
terns that are not accessible via equibiaxial strains by fabricating
a nonuniform zigzag wrinkled pattern that exhibits period dou-
bling only along one axis. Additionally, we demonstrate the fea-
sibility of tuning patterns via tuning of (i) strain states and (ii)
actuation paths. This was achieved by performing a series of
biaxial stretch release and stretching operations on a bilayer film
that consists of a titanium thin-film deposited on top of a biax-
ially prestretched PDMS film. The bilayer was fabricated by
depositing a titanium film of thickness 84.26 3.3 nm on top of a
stretched PDMS film via RF sputtering. The PDMS base layer
was prestretched by sequentially stretching the film along the Y
axis by 6.0% and then along the X axis by 6.0%. During stretch-
ing along the Y axis, the X axis was held “free” to allow for Pois-
son’s contraction along the X axis. Subsequent stretching along
the X axis was performed from a starting position that corre-
sponds to a zero normal stress along X. This stress state is
ensured by the zero-contact condition of the actuation mecha-
nism that is discussed in Sec. 3.3.2.
Fig. 10 (a) Effect of stretch release on the period of 1D wrinkles as measured by tracking a
material point on a plasma-oxidized and uniaxially stretched PDMS film. (b) Close-up optical
images of the defect zone that was tracked during experiments; scale bar is 15lm long.
Fig. 11 Emergence of period-doubled mode at high compres-
sive strains during stretch release of a plasma-oxidized and
uniaxially stretched PDMS film. The film was stretched by
20.9% prior to plasma oxidation. Estimate is based on the
approximation of constant number of wrinkles. Inset at the
higher stretch-release is an AFM profile scan; inset at the lower
stretch-release is an optical image, scale bar is 15lm long.
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The sequence of stretch release and stretching operations is
summarized in Fig. 12(a) and the corresponding patterns are
shown in Fig. 12(b). Stretch release and stretching were
performed along the following path: 0 ! 1! 2 ! 3 ! 4a ! 0
! 4b ! 5 ! 6a ! 6b. During uniaxial stretch release along Y
axis from states 0 to 1, we observe the formation of 1D wrinkles
that exhibit period-doubling behavior. Period doubling becomes
more prominent with further stretch release from state 1 to state 2.
On subsequent stretch release along the X axis, we observe the
formation of zigzag patterns that demonstrate period doubling
along both axes. The zigzag pattern is the characteristic pattern
that is generated during sequential stretch release of a prestretched
bilayer and is generated due to in-plane buckling of the aligned
1D wrinkles [26].
The patterns that are formed via wrinkling are reversible and
can be tuned by changing the strain state and the actuation path.
When the bilayer is stretched to bring it back from state 3 to a
zero-strain state 0 via the intermediate state 4a, it is observed that
the zigzag patterns transform into a flat state. Upon subsequent
stretch release to state 5 via state 4b, a nonuniform zigzag pattern
is obtained that has the dominant period oriented horizontally.
The characteristics of this new asymmetric 2D pattern are: (i)
smaller amplitude along the Y axis and (ii) period-doubling behav-
ior along the X axis. This nonuniform zigzag pattern is formed
due to the asymmetry in the effective compressive strains along
the two axes. During the intermediate stretching and stretch-
release steps, horizontally aligned cracks arise due to a mismatch
between the Poisson’s ratio of PDMS and titanium [7,33]. During
stretch release along the Y axis, the effective compressive strain
for buckling is reduced by the amount necessary for closing these
cracks. This accounts for the lower amplitude along the Y axis of
the zigzag patterns that are observed in state 5. Thus, this 2D ten-
sile stage enables fabrication and tuning of such asymmetric 2D
modes that are not accessible via equibiaxial strains.
Although the 2D patterns that are formed via wrinkling are
actuation path dependent, they are not necessarily “locked-in.”
This means that the wrinkle pattern changes when the strain state
is changed. Thus, it is possible to tune a wrinkled pattern across
different modes by changing the strain states without ever going
into an intermediate flat zero-strain state. Herein, we have demon-
strated this tunability by changing the strain state of the bilayers
from state 5 to state 6b via state 6a, as illustrated in Fig. 12(b). In
the final state 6b, the titanium film is under tensile stretching
along the X axis; this state of strain does not support wrinkle
formation along the X axis. The observed wrinkled pattern in state
6b confirms this expectation as the pattern transforms from an
asymmetric 2D mode into a uniaxial 1D mode that comprises hor-
izontally aligned wrinkles. The tensile state of strain along the X
axis can be verified by the presence of wide vertical cracks that
are formed due to tensile stretching of the titanium film. These
cracks can be further used to generate asymmetric 2D modes that
are not accessible via equibiaxial strains.
6 Conclusions
We have designed a compact biaxial tensile stage that provides
the means to apply accurate, large, and nonequal biaxial strains
for wrinkle pattern formation. This stage can be used as (i) an
experimental tool to study and characterize wrinkle formation
and/or (ii) manufacturing equipment for low-cost fabrication of
micro- and nano-scale patterns. Although the biaxial tensile stages
that are capable of providing large and accurate strains are
commercially available, adapting such stages for wrinkle pattern
formation is challenging. These challenges arise due to the
need for a mobile and compact stage that can (i) fit into vacuum
chambers, (ii) accurately maintain the strain during thin-film
generation/deposition, and (iii) readily allow for in situ imaging,
i.e., real-time imaging during stretch release. We have solved
these challenges by (i) eliminating mechanical coupling between
the actuators and the movable platforms, (ii) integrating the
actuators onto the stage, and (iii) incorporating a kinematic
coupling to quickly and accurately register the stage to a custom-
built vision system. The designed stage has a footprint of
131 mm 110 mm 75 mm and can provide a maximum strain of
33.5% with a resolution of 0.027% while holding an accuracy
of 7 lm for repeated registrations to the vision system.
We have also demonstrated how one may apply this stage to
study and characterize the wrinkling process. Specifically, we
have demonstrated that (i) nonuniformity in the period of wrinkles
over a plasma-exposed PDMS film is limited to 6.5%, (ii) single-
period sinusoidal wrinkles of nominal period 2.3 lm transition
into the period-doubled higher mode during prestretch release
when the compressive strain exceeds around 18% for the PDMS/
glassy film bilayer, and (iii) complex asymmetric 2D wrinkled
patterns that are not accessible via equibiaxial strains can be fabri-
cated via sequential unequal biaxial strains. Additionally, we dem-
onstrate that the morphology of the 2D wrinkled pattern is
determined by both the current strain state and the past strain his-
tory of the system. This strain path dependence of wrinkle pattern
Fig. 12 Tuning of 2D wrinkle modes via biaxial strain state and
strain history. (a) Strain states and history of strain. (b) Wrinkle
mode shapes observed on a PDMS/titanium bilayer. Inset alpha-
numeric labels in the photographs correspond to labeled strain
states along the actuation path. Scale bars are 30lm long.
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formation opens up a new design scheme that enables one to
reversibly and/or irreversibly reconfigure a single bilayer system
to exhibit different types of wrinkled patterns. One may apply the
stage developed here to systematically explore and characterize
this design space to fabricate and tune reconfigurable 2D wrinkled
patterns that are functionally relevant in applications such as
optical and biological sensing.
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